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1. The influenza epidemic which rafted durirg the winter of 1948-49 
would seem to have originated in Sardinia in October 1948. It appears 
that the disease broke out simultaneously in various parts of the 
island, affecting even shepherds living in isolation - an epidemio-
logical fact worthy of mention. From Sardinia, influenza spread to 
the peninsula where virus В was identified in northern Italy, the 
causal agent, however, remaining unknown in most cases. 

At the begimirfe of January 1949, at which time the epidemic had 
reached France, an expert from the Centre went to London, to the 
Pasteur Institute in Paris, and brought back throat washings from 
which the influenza virus was isolated. In the middle of January, the 
Centre received virus batches from Italy by air. Shortly afterwards, 
strains were obtained from Leyden, Geneva, Paris, Rome and Ireland. 
All such viruses, after numerous egg assays, were studied from the 
serological point of view; ferrets, mice and hamsters were inoculated 
with a view to obtaining immunizing sera. 

Various previous reports suggested that certain strains could 
belong to a new type, but it now seems clear that most are of the "A" 
type and are related to the "A" strains of 1947. A few scattered 
cases noted in Italy, France and England were attributable to virus B; 
suóh was also the case for a small focus which broke out in Czecho-
slovakia. A virus of the "A" type havirg special properties, which 
the Centre is making an effort to define has been found in Yugoslavia; 
it may be that the virus is similar to the one which has been isolated 
in Cyprus. In Berlin, the virus sometimes showed the serological 
characteristics of the classical "A" virus, but the Centre was unable 
to obtain a sample of this virus. 

Strains of viruses isolated in England and Scotland proved 
identical to the continental ones. A few rapidly lethal cases, 
characterized by staphylococcal infection, were noted. A vaccination 
scheme, by means of the 1949 virus was tried. 

Three strains from Ankara belonged to a new sub-type ox serum "A" 
and were markedly pneumotropic, especially for ferrets. It cannot 
however be said that the epidemic which raged in Turkey was characterized, 
in human beings, by the unusually frequent occurrence of lung complica-
tions. 
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The "A" virus originating in various European foci, has been 
studied at the Centre by electronic micography after absorption to 
"ghosts" of lysed fowl red cells; filamentous forms, which are easily 
distinguished from the classic round forms, have been observed. 
It is probably a question of a particular type of influenza virus. 

As soon as it was possible to adapt the strains to growing well 
in eggs, the French and Dutch viruses were dessicated and distributed 
to laboratories in the United States of America, France, Denmark, 
Ireland, Sweden, Japan and India. At present, the new strains are 
carefully compared with each other as well as with previous strains 
by the complement-fixation technique. It is hoped that these re-
searches will help us to classify viruses of the "A" type (and-later 
of the-"B" type). 

The Centre has been useful in helping those laboratories which 
have not the reference strains and sera indispensable for diagnosis, 
to identify the causal agent in the foci which have appeared in the 
various countries. The ultimate aim of the Centre- is the preparation 
of vaccine to be used against the various types of the influenza virus. 
This is a long and exacting work which could' only be satisfactorily 
carried out with the collaboration of the regional centres which up 
to date have been established in 38 countries. 

2. The Centre has sent to all laboratories specializing in the study 
of influenza, a letter suggesting a uniform method for designating 
new strains, according to the type of virus and- the date and place 
where the virus has been isolated. 

3. The Centre is prepared to admit for instruction periods doctors 
wishing to familiarize themselves with the techniques which are 
applied at the present time in the study of virus diseases. Doctors 
from Egypt, France, India, Italy, Ireland, the Netherlands and 
Yugoslavia have already spent periods of three weeks or less at the 
Centre. When the Centre is transferred from the National Medical 
Research Institute in Hampstead to the new Mil]hill Institute in 1949, 
it will be possible to admit a larger number of persons for instruction. 
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1. The influera epidemic which raged during the Yri.nter of 1948-49 
would seem to have originated in Sardinia in October 1948. It appears 
that the disease broke out simultaneously in various parts of the island, 
affecting even shepherds living in isolation - an epidemiological fact 
worthy of mention. From Sardinia, influenza spread to the peninsula 
where virus В was identified in northern Italy, the causal agent, however, 
remaining unknown in most cases. 

At the beginning of January 1949, at which time the epidemic had 
reached France, an expert from the Centre went from London to the Pasteur 
Institute in Paris, and brought back throat washings from which the 
influenza virus was isolated. In the middle of January, the Centre 
received virus samples from Italy by air. Shortly afterwards, strains 
were obtained from Leyden, Geneva, Paris, Rome and Ireland. All these 
viruses, after several passages on egg, were studied serologically; 
ferrets, mice and hamsters were inoculated with a view to obtaining 
immunizing sera. 

Various previous reports suggested that certain strains might 
belong to a new type, but it now seems clear that most are of the A' 
type and are related to the A strains of 1947. A few scattered cases 
noted in Italy, France and England were attributable to virus B; such 
was also the case for a small outbreak in Czechoslovakia. A virus of 
the A type having special properties, which the Centre is making an 
effort to define, has been found in Yugoslavia; it may be that this 
virus is similar to the one which has been isolated in Cyprus. In Berlin, 
the virus sometimes showed the serological characteristics of the 
classical A virus, but the Centre was unable to obtain a sample of this 
virus. 

Strains of viruses isolated in England and Scotland proved identical 
to the continental ones. A few rapidly fatal cases, associated with a 
staphylococcal infection, have been observed. A trial has been made of 
vaccination with the 1949 virus. 

Three strains from Ankara belonged to a new sub-type of A and were 
markedly pneumotropic, especially for ferrets. It cannot however be 
said that the epidemic which raged in Turkey was characterized, in human 
beings, by an abnormal incidence of pulmonary complications. 

The A' virus originating in various European foci has been studied 
at the Centre by electron micrography after adsorption to "ghosts" of 

lysed fowl red cells; filamentous forms, which are easily distinguished 
from the classic round forms, have been observed. It is probably a 
question of a particular type of influenza virus. 
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• • "Aè 'feo'ôn as it was possible to adapt the strains to growing well in 
eggs, the French and Dutch viruses were desiccated.ana distributed to 
laboratories in the United States of America/ France, Denmark, Ireland, 
Sweden, japan and India. The new strains are пот; being carefully com-
pared with each other as well as with older strains by the complement-
fixation technique. It is hoped that those investigations will help in 
the establishment of a classification of the A viruses (and later of 
the В type). 

The Centre has'been useful in" helping those laboratories which 
have not the reference strains and typing sera indispensable for 
diagnosis, to identify the causal.agent-in the foci which have appeared 
in the various countries. The-.ultimate aim of the Centre is the pre-
paration of vaccine to be used against the various types of the 
influenza virus. This is a long and exacting-work which could only be 
satisfactorily carried out with the collaboration of the regional 
centres which up to date have been established in 38 countries. 

2. The Centre has sent to all laboratories specializing in the study 
of influenza, a letter suggesting a uniform method for designating new 
strains, according to the type of virus and the date and place where 
the virus has been isolated. 

3. The Centre is prepared to admit for instruction periods doctors 
wishing to familiarize thémselves with the current techniques used in 
the study of virus diseases. Doctors from Egypt, France,.India, Italy, 
•Ireland, the Netherlands, and Yugoslavia have already spent periods of 
three weeks or less at the Centre. When the Centre is transferred in 
November 1949 from the present building of the National Institute for 
Medical Research in Hampstead to the new .building at Mill Hill, it will 
be possible to admit a larger number of persons for instruction. 
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CORRIGENDUM 

On Page 1, paragraph 2, substitute the following text for the 

first sentence: 

"At the beginning of January 1949, at which time the 

epidemic had reached France and a virus held to be res-

ponsible for the epidemic had been isolated at the Institut 

Pasteur, Paris, an expert from the Centre went from London 

to the Institut Pasteur, and brought back throat washings 

from which the influenza virus was also isolated." 


